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Abstract: Current research has ignored the hiddenness and the stochasticity of the evolution of public
crisis management research, making the knowledge trajectories still unclear. This paper introduces a
combined approach, LDA-HMM, to mine the hidden topics, present the evolutionary trajectories of
the topics, and predict the future trends in the coming years to fill the research gaps. We reviewed
8543 articles in WOS from 1997 to 2021, extracted 39 hidden topics from the text using the LDA;
33 remained by manual labeling. The development of the topics over the years verifies that the topics
are co-evolving with the public crisis events. The confusion and transition features indicate that
most topics are confused or transferred to the others. The transition network and the direction of the
topics show that six main transfer paths exist, and in the evolution process, the topics have become
more focused. By training the HMM, we predict the trends in the next five years; the results show
that the heat of the topic that focuses on traditional crisis issues will decrease while the focus on
non-traditional issues will increase. We take the average error to test this model’s prediction effect
by comparing it with the other approaches, concluding that it is better than the others. This study
has practical implications for preventing crisis events, optimizing related policies, and grasping key
research areas in the future.

Keywords: public crisis management; knowledge trajectories; topic-clustered evolution extraction;
latent Dirichlet allocation; hidden Markov model

MSC: 68W50

1. Introduction

Emergency prevention and aftereffect eradication [1], usually divided into four stages
(prevention, preparedness, response, and recovery) [2], are the core of public crisis manage-
ment. In reality, public crisis management relies extensively on strategic management [3,4],
the legal framework [5], knowledge management systems [6], and information transi-
tion [7–9]. As a public management behavior, the optimization of relevant public policies is
vital and urgent, especially under the economic depression and the COVID-19 pandemic
all over the world. However, public crisis management at the micro-level is composed of a
series of crisis event preventions and disposals, such as those of natural disasters, emergent
public health events, or production safety accidents, which are difficult to identify before
the outbreak and have high independence and heterogeneity, making the evolution and
the future trend of public crisis management ambiguous and unpredictable.

Public crisis management research: the primary acknowledgment source of public cri-
sis management that co-evolved with the public crisis events. Academic research provides
essential knowledge references for policymaking because of its foresight and authority. Evi-
dence from the practice shows that, in a stable regime, the public administrations are prone
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to allocating more resources to the fields in which public crisis events occur frequently
and to making policies to enhance the capability to eliminate the risk factors. It relies
heavily on the expert experience to distribute the limited resources more appropriately
and efficiently and make the policies more reasonable. Moreover, in reality, most public
crisis management experience in public administration originates from previous research
on the practice. Hence, there is a co-evolutionary relationship between public crisis man-
agement and academic research. Specifically, crisis events change the external environment
on the one hand; the external environment can also change the conditions of the crisis
events on the other hand. At the same time, the condition and the situation of public
crisis management map to the academic realm through the demand and application of the
knowledge. These correlations between the public crisis events, public crisis management,
and academic research provide an approach to revealing the evolution mechanism of public
crisis management.

Text mining and machine learning: the effective and practical strategy to explore
the trajectory of public crisis management. The literature review has become quantifi-
able and visualizable due to advancements in technology. That makes the review of the
whole literature on special issues available in social science when, e.g., highlighting the
research streams and themes [10], exploring the institution contributions and related subject
areas [11], tracing the research trends and hot topics [12], analyzing the co-authoring net-
works [13], etc. These bibliometric analyses provide essential experiences and paradigms
for the knowledge trajectory exploration on public crisis management. However, pub-
lic crisis events result from the accumulation of risk factors and the brittle addition of
hazard-bearing bodies that make the events random. The aforementioned correlations
between public crisis management and its research could deliver this randomness into
related research. Moreover, the situation of the risk factors and the hazard-bearing bodies is
always unobservable, which makes the state of academic research latently either. Therefore,
it is crucial to understand how public crisis management research evolves and how will it
develop in the future.

Given this, this research aims to extract the hidden topics of public crisis management
from the massive text, explore their trajectory, and predict their future trend based on the
relevant public policy theories and the features of public crisis management. It refers to
the existing research on tracing the evolution of 3D print technology [14] and gives an
overview of the thematical evolution of land degradation [15]; it takes text mining and
machine learning methods as the primary tools of empirical study. The experimental data
are collected from 1997 to 2021 from the Web of Science Core Collection database in order
to explore the trajectory of the topic evolution in the time dimension.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the previous works
related to the core task of this study and explains the contributions. Section 3 explains the
theories, materials, and methods, including the theoretical analysis tools, mathematical
models, and the experimental data collection. Section 4 describes the setup and the results
of the experiment, using the text mining and machine learning approaches, and analyzes
and explains the results. Section 5 summarizes the main contributions and achievements of
this study. Section 6 concludes with the limitations of the paper and highlights future work
in this area of research.

2. Related Works

This section is divided into four parts. The first part presents the core process of
the public crisis and the current research. The second part describes the commonly used
bibliometrics approaches and the topic extraction techniques used in recent years. The third
part reviews the existing research related to the evolution of public crisis management. The
fourth part summarizes the related works and expounds on the contributions of this study.
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2.1. Public Crisis

Public crisis management is a comprehensive dynamic management process. As
the leading public sector, the government effectively uses public power, integrates public
resources, and prevents, handles, and eliminates public crises [16]. Conversely, from the
management’s perspective, information communication is a crucial way to deal with public
crises because the information in the crisis management process has the characteristics
of “secondary dissemination”. After Beck proposed the concept of the risk society, the
9/11 incident made public crisis management more urgent [17]. Moreover, understanding
and managing public crises has become a significant issue for public organizations [18].
As for the issues, current research mainly focuses on food safety [6], public health [19,20],
ecological emergency [21], public finance [22] and debt [23] crises, economic crises [24],
information diffusion [25] in crisis management, leaders [26], leadership [27], and decision-
making teams [28] in public crises, etc. Furthermore, the contents, such as public crisis
management phases [28], the case studies of public crises [29], and public crisis management
capability [30], have been discussed in depth.

2.2. Bibliometrics Approach

Bibliometrics rose in the 1980s. Small et al. [31] proposed a co-citation analysis to
reveal the intrinsic relationship between the literature and authors. Dedicated software is
the most popular tool for current scholars. This software includes CiteSpace, developed
by Chen Chaomei [32]; the BibExcel, developed by Olle Persson [33]; the VOSviewer [34],
designed by Van Eck and Waltman [35]; and the Bibliometrix, based on the R-package [36].
These tools offer handy methods for analyzing bibliographic data and constructing and
visualizing bibliometric networks. Researchers could come to know the key areas of
bibliographic coupling, co-citation, or co-authorship relations. Gephi and SCI2, for example,
can also be applied in data preprocessing, network extraction, and visualization based on
big data analysis [37].

The Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model has been applied in bibliometrics for
the thematic analysis of massive heterogeneous text data in recent years [15]. Due to its
advantages in efficiency and accuracy, the LDA model has been widely used in different
disciplines, such as economics [38], information management [39,40], technology manage-
ment [41], land management [15,42], etc.; mining the topics from multi-dimension massive
text data to grasp the knowledge venation holistically is indispensable in the big data era.
Moreover, on the benefits of machine learning techniques, their scope is expanding in
almost every area of life [43], e.g., for prognostic factor identification using data mining
and machine learning techniques [44], challenges overviews [45], and performance com-
parison [46] for cybersecurity, etc. The machine learning techniques make the text analysis
quite efficient [47].

2.3. Public Crisis Research Evolution

Current research on the evolution of public crisis management mainly covers the
latest applications of the results [48] and the progress [13], the topic clusters and the
distribution [49–51], the hotspot evolution trends [12], and the growth in the published
literature [11]. The data of these studies mainly include specific countries [13] or the whole
world [48,52], as well as document databases [11,12]. Research methods and tools mainly
contain keyword co-occurrence analysis and bibliometric coupling analysis [49], relational
bibliometrics and keyword networks [50], thematic clusters and the temporal evolution of
focus topics [51], and visualization software, such as CiteSpace [53] and VOSviewer and
the Online Analysis Platform of literature metrology [12]. A few studies have used machine
learning, such as unsupervised text mining, to explore knowledge diffusion [54].

Although the current research forms the theoretical and methodological foundation
for the evolution analysis of public crisis management research topics, the deficiencies
are outstanding: it pays insufficient attention to the evolution of hidden topics or to
the topics closely correlated to the significant public crisis events; bibliometric software
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could not cluster text according to topic distribution and distinguish the importance of
keywords; few methods and tools could reveal the randomness and hiddenness of public
crisis management research topics and predict the future trends.

2.4. Contributions

The contributions of this study are:

1. It proposes an analysis framework based on punctuated equilibrium theory and
introduces a combined approach using text mining and machine learning techniques
to describe the evolutionary trajectories of public crisis management research.

2. It takes the dataset that contains the articles from 1997 to 2021 to conduct the ex-
periment; it mines 33 topics and presents their evolutionary trajectories, includ-
ing the development process, confusion and transition features, transition network
and direction.

3. It predicts the research trend in the next five years, including the dimension of
dispersion degree and the hot research issues.

4. It evaluates the effectiveness of the LDA-HMM in this study by comparing the average
error with the other approaches.

3. Theories, Experiment Design, and Data Collection

The main goal of this study was to depict, analyze, and predict the knowledge trajec-
tories of public crisis research. The first step is to clarify the evolution characteristics of
public crisis events and the mechanism of relevant policymaking. Then, the mathematical
model is used to describe the evolution process of public crisis management research.

3.1. Public Crisis Management Research from the Punctuated Equilibrium Theory

A public crisis event is the result of the evolution and the fermentation of public risks
within a specific environment. However, this specific environment is usually unpredictable
due to the co-evolution of a public crisis event and its environment. An uncertain event
occurs in an uncertain environment, and they co-evolve with each other, ultimately produc-
ing uncertain consequences. Hence, there are two intrinsic motivations for the generation
of public crisis events, the accumulation of the risk factors and the changes in the external
environment. The former makes the crisis latent, and the latter stochastic.

The essence of public crisis management is to adjust the relationship between the
crisis factors and the external environment. To this end, public policy, supported by related
research, is the indispensable tool. The “incrementalist” framework dominated theories of
policymaking from the 1950s to the 1990s [55]. However, to a certain extent, it is difficult to
forecast the policy results [56]. The punctuated equilibrium theory posits that the policy
process is not only long-term, progressive, and stable but also short-term, mutated, and
unstable [57], which has been verified in the research on long-term state budget trends [58]
and national and subnational information processing and policy change [59].

In a certain period, the status of E2 is determined mainly by E1, not the status before.
So, this study uses the HMM to describe the academic research on public crisis management
because of the hiddenness and the stochasticity of public crisis and public policy and the
correlations between them. Specifically, the process of public crisis management is a hidden
Markov process. Moreover, the attributes of this process pass to the academic research by
the mapping relations mentioned above.

3.2. Experiment Design

The core of the knowledge evolution analysis is the research heat, confusion, and
transition features of the topics and the future research trends, based on the inferring of
the topics’ state transition matrix and the probability distribution of the initial state with
HMM. Before that, the indispensable step is to extract the topics from the literature texts
for the hiddenness of the topics.
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3.2.1. Hidden Topic Mining in Public Crisis Management Research

The Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) algorithm is a mixed probability model pro-
posed by Blei et al. in 2002. The LDA seeks word clusters by maximizing the co-occurrence
probability of words and it uses Dirichlet Distribution to describe the generation process of
the research topics [60]. This model avoids the overfitting and excessive parameters of the
PLSI method by limiting the number of document topics, and it can extract hidden topics
in documents and cluster the documents efficiently [61]; it is accurate in the mining of the
latent text topics. Assume that the topic of public crisis management research follows the
Hyperparameter Dirichlet Prior Distribution:

Dir(θd|α) =
Γ
(

K
∑

k=1
αk

)
Γ(αk)

K
Π

k=1
θ

αk−1
dk (1)

where θdk represents the distribution of literature d that studies public risk management
in the research topic k; it generates topic term distribution φk ∼ Dir(β) for each research
topic k; it generates topic word distribution θd ∼ Dir(α) for each research document d, and
it generates topic item Zdm ∼ Multinomial(θd) and lexical item wdn ∼ Multinomial(φzdn)
for the n-th word item in each document. On this basis, the LDA likelihood model can be
described as:

p(W|α, β) =
D
Π

d=1

∫
p(θd|α)

Nd
Π

n=1
∑
zd

p(zdn|θd)p(wdn|φzdn)dφd (2)

The LDA model can set the number of potential topics of a heterogeneous text and
thus can reduce the dimension of the text. However, the number of topics set by the LDA
model is not necessarily the best number of topics. To obtain the best number of topics for a
text, Blei [62] proposed using Perplexity as the criterion for obtaining the number, but this
process can easily lead to several similarities between topics. The Hierarchical Dirichlet
Process [61], trained automatically by nonparametric models, is often used to calculate the
number of topics. However, in this approach, ensuring the accuracy of the iterations is
difficult, and the computational efficiency is too low when analyzing large-volume text.

Considering the generalization ability of the model and the topic extraction effect,
the Perplexity-Var [63] method, which considers the confusion degree and the similarity
between topics, is used to calculate the optimal number of topics. This method measures
the stability of the topic structure through the divergence (Djs) of the topics and limits
excessive topics in order to minimize the number of topics while ensuring a maximum
distinction. Moreover, using Heinrich’s parameter estimation method, setting α = 50/k,
β = 0.1, and Gibbs sampling, the topic set is K = {k1, · · · , kh}, and the topic attribution set
of each literature text is Dk = {j1, · · · , jn}.

3.2.2. Topic Evolvement Analysis Based on Double Stochastics

This study uses HMM to describe the evolution process of public crisis management
research. By inferring the probability distribution of the state transition matrix and the
initial state in HMM, the confusion and transition matrices between the topics in evolution
are calculated, and then, the evolution trajectory and the future evolution trend are clarified.
The HMM of this study is as follows:

(1) The random transfer sequence set of the hidden state of the topics is: S = {s1, · · · , sh},
where h is the number of topics calculated using the LDA model. The hidden state sequence
generated through the random process is denoted as Q = {q1, · · · , qt}, where qt ∈ S.

(2) In public crisis management research, the probability distribution of the literature
research topics transfer from Si to Sj is A =

{
aij
}

, where aij = P
{

qt+1 = Sj
∣∣qt = Si

}
,

1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ N and aij ≥ 0,
N
∑

j=1
aij = 1.
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(3) When the state of the research topic is Si, the probability distribution of the observa-
tion variable is B = {bi(v)} = { f {Qt = v|qt = Si}}, where Qt is the t-th observed random
variable, and the observed sequence is O = {o1, · · · , ot}. The observation sequence in this
study is the proportion of each research topic over the years.

(4) The probability distribution of the initial state Si is πi, 1 ≤ i ≤ N. In general, if the
frequency of co-occurrence of the topic words among the research topics is high, then the
relationship between the topics is close, making the mutual migration and co-evolution of
the research topics easier. Therefore, the normalized matrix of the co-occurrence numbers
of the topic words is used as the initial iteration value of πi in this article.

(5) The initial value of the HMM training is set as O = Q = {qt1 , · · · , qtt}. The
Baum–Welch algorithm [28] is used to estimate the parameters of the HMM, and the single
optimal state sequence is calculated. In addition, the research topic structure after k years is

obtained according to the formula Ot+k =
N
∑

j=1
Ak(i, j)E

[
bj(v)

]
.

3.3. Experimental Data Collection

Take the data in the Web of Science Core Collection as the experimental sample.
Search the strings “(the) public crisis management” or “management of public crisis” or
“public crisis administration” or “public emergency management” or “public risk manage-
ment” or “the control over the public crisis” in the database on 23 February 2022; there
are 8543 articles from 1997 to 2021. Figure 1 shows the number of published articles over
the year.

Figure 1. Articles published over the year.

The average annual growth rate of the number of published articles is about 21%,
which is generally stable and suitable for diachronic topical evolution analysis. Moreover,
the number increased significantly in 2014 and 2020, and it proved to be related to the Ebola
epidemic and the COVID-19 pandemic through the literature cluster. That suggests that the
public health incident is critical for public crisis management academic research because of
the enormous damage; thus, public health emergency management is the crucial domain of
public crisis management. Furthermore, it again verifies that academic research is closely
related to public crisis management.

4. Experiments and Results

We deployed the combined model, LDA-HMM, to conduct the hidden topics extraction
and the evolutionary feature exploration and tested the validity of this model by comparing
it with the other approaches.
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4.1. Mining the Hidden Topics of Public Crisis Management

We set the iteration time of LDA to calculate the topic number and mined the topics
from the literature text, removed the meaningless topics, and labeled the topics.

4.1.1. Keywords of the Topics

Given that the machine learning effect of the algorithm in LDA is closely related to the
iteration times [64], for the maximum effect it is essential to calculate the iteration times
before the keywords cluster. In this study, the model converges rapidly as the iteration
times increase, and it begins to stabilize after 200 (Figure 2). That is, the best iteration time
is 400.

Figure 2. Effect of iteration times on machine learning.

Set the iteration time to 400 and calculate the optimal topic number according to the
Perplexity-Var. Figure 3 shows the Perplexity-Var of the topic number change from 22 to
42; it shows that the Perplexity-Var is smallest if the topic number is 39; hence, the optimal
topic number of the text is 39. Using the LDA library in Python to extract topic keywords
from the dataset, each topic’s top 400 topic keywords are exported and sorted according to
their significance in the topic. After the first extraction, delete the 100 meaningless words,
such as “due”, “low”, “well”, and “test” and the numbers including “2009” and “2020”,
in total to guarantee the recognition accuracy. Then, repeat the previous step to produce
the keywords dataset. By cleaning the keywords artificially, delete the topics unrelated to
public crisis management, those composed of function words, and 33 topics remain.
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Figure 3. Perplexity-Var values of different topic numbers.

4.1.2. Topic Naming

By manual labeling, the topic name and the top five keywords are in Table 1.

Table 1. The top five keywords and topic name.

No./Name Keyword 1 Keyword 2 Keyword 3 Keyword 4 Keyword 5

T1. public crisis communication communication social medium public strategy
T2. public information management information network datum management public

T3. political crisis policy public political article administration
T4. public crisis corporate management crisis public management corporate issue

T5. situation control control law case situation legal
T6. crisis research approach and application paper research approach purpose methodology

T7. climate change change research policy science challenge
T8. innovation in social governance social public government governance innovation
T9. national management program management program implementation national strategy

T10. organizational relationship organization organizational crisis public relationship
T11. food safety food safety activity problem industry

T12. public service performance management public service performance debt management
T13. perception of crisis knowledge survey management perception participant
T14. disaster response disaster emergency management response community

T15. emergency decision-making model model emergency safety accident scenario
T16. community healthcare service health care service healthcare community

T17. urban vulnerability city urban indicator vulnerability result
T18. earthquake emergency management China management earthquake waste many

T19. assessment of risk factor risk assessment factor individual impact
T20. public health emergency response health response public emergency preparedness

T21. district facility management facility management quality staff district
T22. economic crisis crisis government economic European economy

T23. international security country security international programme education
T24. nuclear safety nuclear power environmental action energy
T25. financial crisis financial bank sector private market
T26. flood hazard water flood resource environmental natural

T27. emergency department hospital emergency department medical physician
T28. pandemic disease control health disease COVID-19 pandemic outbreak

T29. cardiac death cause case death Cause mortality rate
T30. drug abuse drug prescription doctor abuse result

T31. emergency clinical cost patient hospital cost admission woman
T32. emergency medical treatment patient emergency medical treatment stroke

T33. child injury child injury pediatric surgical surgery

Taking 10% of the articles on each topic to test the accuracy of the keywords cluster.
Figure 4 shows the results, where the topic of highest accuracy is T2 (99.42%), the lowest
is T15 (91.22%), and the average accuracy is 95.12%, indicating that the LDA has good
credibility in this study.
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Figure 4. Accuracy of topics classification.

4.2. Evolutionary Trajectories of the Topics

We described the topic evolution trajectories by calculating the number of published
articles and the percentage of topic keywords per year; we explored the transition and
confusion trajectories of the topics by estimating the confusion matrix and transition
matrix and presented the transition network and transition direction by calculating the
transition probability.

4.2.1. Development of the Topics

Here, we draw the heat map of the article number (Figure 5) and the heat map of the
percentage of the keywords (Figure 6) over the year based on the topics mined above.

Figure 5. Heat map of published articles over the year.
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Figure 6. Heat map of the keywords over the year.

Figure 5 shows that the annual number of articles has remained above 100, and the
research topics have gradually increased since 2005. Figure 6 shows that the earliest
research topics (1997, 23 papers) are T2, T11, T13, T15, T16, T21, T24, T27, T31, T32, and T33,
among which T15 and T32 are the most popular topics. Before 2000, the research topics
mainly focused on the areas related to public health and public health management, such
as emergency medical treatment, public health emergency response, community healthcare
service, and the emergency decision-making model. The hierarchy between the number of
published papers and the percentage of keywords in the hot areas based on the statistics
tends to be unclear. However, T28 is quite significant in 2020 and 2021; it is closely related
to the COVID-19 pandemic.

First, from the topic aspect, T1, T2, T3, and T4 have been continuously of concern
in recent years. Even though the contents of these topics are changing, the research heat
has not diminished, indicating that these four topics are vital contents of public crisis
management research. Second, the research heats of T32, T31, T20, T16, and T15 show an
evident downward trend. The decrease in these topics may be relevant to the improvement
of internet technology and its application in crisis management, considering that these
topics are common to both public health and medical technology. Third, some topics,
such as financial crisis, economic crisis, food safety, and climate change, have shown a
continuous high heat. This case indicates that the risks in these fields have long plagued
human society, but these risks are less likely to trigger significant crises.

4.2.2. Confusion and Transition Features

If there are co-occurrence keywords between two topics, they will confuse or transfer
with each other during the evolution process. This study trains the HMM to estimate the
confusion and transition matrix of the co-occurrence keywords to analyze the confusion
and transfer relationship of the topics (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. HMM training process. (a) Keywords co-occurrence matrix; (b) Initial confusion/transition
matrix; (c) Confusion matrix estimated by HMM; (d) Transition matrix estimated by HMM.

The keyword co-occurrence analysis method, which counts the common keywords
of the topics, is used to measure their similarity. We draw the co-occurrence heat map of
keywords, as shown in Figure 7a. The keyword co-occurrence analysis method, which
counts the common keywords of the topics, is used to measure their similarity. We draw
the co-occurrence heat map of keywords, as shown in Figure 7a. As every topic has all the
keywords in common with itself, the diagonal line in Figure 7a has the darkest color; the
other areas show different shades of color. The probability in the confusion matrix is used to
measure the threshold of mutual migration among different topics in the evolution of public
crisis management research for a single topic, which is the possibility of changes in a topic’s
direction. The normalized keywords co-occurrence matrix is used for the initial confusion
and transfer matrices of the HMM (Figure 7b) and imported into the topic evolution HMM.
The HMM is trained through the Baum–Welch algorithm to calculate the optimal confusion
matrix (Figure 7c) and transfer matrix (Figure 7d).

4.2.3. Transition Network of the Topics

Figure 8 shows the transition network of the topics with the transition probabilities
exceeding 10% (31 in total, except innovation in social governance and pandemic disease
control). The node represents the topic, the arrow indicates the transfer direction, and
the arrow width shows the transfer possibility. The main paths are: a. organizational
relationship→ public crisis communication→ economic crisis; b. emergency department
→ emergency medical treatment→ emergency clinical cost→ public health emergency
response→ national management program→ community healthcare service; c. situation
control→ emergency decision-making model; d. crisis research approach and application
→ flood hazard→ climate change; e. nuclear safety→ district facility management→
public crisis cooperate management; and f. financial crisis→ disaster response.
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Figure 8. Transfer network of the topics.

4.2.4. Transition Direction of the Topics

Figure 9 presents the transition direction in which the probability greater than 10%
was estimated by HMM. Thirty-one topics (except drug abuse and community healthcare
service) transferred to 30 topics, excluding drug abuse, situation control, and earthquake
emergency management. It indicates that drug abuse is a relatively independent research
topic; so, it cannot be confused with other topics easily. The transfer probability of topic sit-
uation control and earthquake emergency management is less than 10% after the confusion,
whereas community healthcare service is greater than 10%.
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Figure 9. Transition probability estimated by HMM.

The probability of public service performance management, public crisis corporate
management, perception of crisis, and organizational relationship transferring is always
greater than 50%. Public service performance management has the most significant proba-
bility of transferring into another topic. Public crisis communication is easy to transfer into
public service performance management; the potential observation sequence may be a vital
content or a way for public crisis communication to become public service performance
management in public crisis management. A similar relationship may exist between the
financial crisis and the political crises. In reality, the government financial crisis in the
domestic aspect could transform into economic and political crises in the international
aspect, which is in line with the actual situation in the recent period.

4.3. Future Trends of Public Crisis Management Research

Taking the data of 2020 and 2021 as the base period, we import the parameters of
the confusion and transition matrices into the HMM module of Matlab to predict the
evolution of the public crisis management research topics from 2021 to 2025. Figure 10
shows the results.
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Figure 10. Prediction of the topics evolution.

The dispersion degree of research heat will decrease (the S.D. for the topic percentage
in 2020 is 0.0196; in 2026, it is 0.0068). In 2026, there will be 13 topics whose research
heat will increase more than 50%. The increase in the research heat on international
security may be related to international relations reconstruction, especially major power
relations. The increase in research heat on the topic assessment of risk factors, the national
management program, the emergency department, the perception of crisis, and the public
service performance management may be owing to the acceleration of human social risk
evolution, emergency department establishment, management plans optimization, and
crisis awareness, as well as crisis control capabilities enhancement. For this, improving
the performance of public services is inevitable. Simultaneously, the social population
density in the post-industrial era will become an essential condition for the public crisis
events, and cities will become the core object of public risk management. Therefore, the
heat of urban vulnerability, district facility management, drug abuse, and child injury will
increase. In addition, the increase in the heat on disease control is undoubtedly attributable
to COVID-19.

The decrease in political and public crisis cooperation management is probably because
of globalization’s continuous advancement [41]. The management of public crisis under
the multilateralism framework will move towards cooperation, and the impact of the
political crisis will be weak [65,66]. The decrease in public crisis communication and
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public information management may be owing to the rapid development of science and
technology, particularly information technology [8,67,68]. With the progress of science
and technology and the improvement of the ecological environment, people’s ability to
respond to flood hazards will improve, and the research heat will decrease. With the
recovery of the world economy after COVID-19, the research heat of financial and economic
crises will decrease. The attention reduction by academia on community healthcare service
and emergency clinical cost may be due to the general improvement of social welfare. In
addition, the future trend shows that innovation in social governance is a stable topic.
Moreover, the decrease in research heat of more than 30% may be related to improved social
governance or the increased published articles on other topics which lead to the research
heat weakening relatively. In general, the heat of the topic that focuses on traditional crisis
issues will decrease while the focus on non-traditional crisis issues will increase.

4.4. Validity Comparison between LDA-HMM and Other Approaches

To evaluate the effectiveness of the LDA-HMM in this study, we use the literature data
obtained in Section 3.3, take the IPC classification and the Grey Forecast Model (GM) as an
alternative method to predict the evolution trend, and compare the results. Specifically, IPC
is an alternative to LDA, and GM is an alternative to HMM. There are four combination
methods: LDA-HMM, LDA-GM, IPC-HMM, and IPC-GM. Table 2 shows the results by
comparing the average error between the predicted and actual values of the proportion
of each topic in 2021. LDA-HMM has the minimum average error; in other words, it has
better validity.

Table 2. Average error of each method.

Method Average Error

LDA-HMM 0.02392
LDA-GM 0.04195

IPC-HMM 0.02838
IPC-GM 0.03910

5. Conclusions

This study introduces LDA-HMM to reveal the knowledge evolution process of public
crisis management research and to predict its future trend based on the double stochastics
of the research topics. This combined model overcomes some of the shortcomings of
the existing bibliometric tools, implements personalized customization for text clusters
according to the distribution of the keywords, and judges the importance of the keywords.

This model mined 39 topics of public crisis management from 8543 articles in the Web
of Science Core Collection over 25 years and reserved 33 good topics by manual labeling.
The heat of the topics, measured by the article number and the keywords number, verifies
that the research topic is co-evolutionary with the public crisis events; this is one of the basic
assumptions of this study. Further analysis of the confusion and transition relationship of
the topics by training the HMM shows that most of the topics are confused or transferred
with the others in the evolution process. The transition network of the topics shows that
six main transfer paths exist in the evolution process; the transition probability indicates
that the topics have become more focused (31 topics whose transition probability is greater
than 10% transferred into 30). The confusion or transition probability and direction reflects
its stability and openness. In the next few years, the heat of the topic that focuses on
traditional crisis issues will decrease while the focus on non-traditional issues will increase.
The validity comparison between LDA-HMM and LDA-GM, IPC-HMM, and IPC-GM
verified the validity of LDA-HMM in this study.

6. Limitations and Future Work

The main limitation of this study is that the experimental data are limited to the articles
for homogeneity, which cannot depict the whole trajectory of the knowledge evolution.
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Topic labeling relies on manual naming, which heavily depends on the expert’s experience,
and it is hard to avoid systematic deviation. Follow-up studies will try to expand the data
source and enhance the accuracy of the topic labeling.
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